Identify Religious Mass Gathering

Has the national government banned or restricted gatherings above a certain size that would not allow this event to happen?

YES

Can the mass gathering be modified so that it can be held entirely online (e.g., live-streaming), no in-person participation?

YES

OK TO PROCEED WITH MODIFIED DIGITAL MASS GATHERING

DO NOT PROCEED WITH MASS GATHERING (due to travel ban or restrictions)

NO

Conduct preliminary mini-risk assessment

Are there currently any reported cases of COVID-19 in the host country?

YES

Will the event be held indoors (e.g., church, mosque, synagogue, temple)?

YES

Will the event include a significant number of visitors/attendees considered at high risk (e.g., people > 65 years of age or with underlying health conditions)?

YES

Will the event include practices that involve contacting between people or the touching of artifacts (crosses, shared vessels, etc.)?

YES

Will the event include practices that involve contacting between people or the touching of artifacts (crosses, shared vessels, etc.)?

NO

MINI RISK SCORE IS VERY LOW

MINI RISK SCORE IS LOW

MINI RISK SCORE IS MODERATE

MINI RISK SCORE IS HIGH

MINI RISK SCORE IS VERY HIGH

DETERMINE IF MODIFICATIONS CAN BE MADE TO MASS GATHERING

DETERMINE IF MODIFICATIONS CAN BE MADE TO MASS GATHERING

DETERMINE IF MODIFICATIONS CAN BE MADE TO MASS GATHERING

NULL

Can the MG be modified through answering YES to any of the following?

Answer: YES if you are able to implement a new modification after the preliminary mini-risk assessment is performed. Answer NO if you cannot perform the modification or if the question is not applicable.

1. Can the mass gathering be held entirely online (e.g., live-streaming), no in-person participation for high risk groups?
2. Can the event be restricted to children?
3. Can services be modified to limit the sharing of artifacts (e.g., common communion wafers, prayer rugs)?
4. Can services be modified to restrict touching (e.g., shaking hands, hugging) and ensure physical distancing between worshippers?
5. Will there be cleaning and disinfecting supplies available for use by those who want them, and hand sanitizers, soap, and water?
6. Are there opportunities for handwashing through the venue's facilities and washrooms?